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·stake is often made in pitchinglschool songs too low, and thus 
carry g the chest register up. Too much emphasis cannot be laid on 
·the st foment that upward exercises should be by leaps, downward exercises 
by s Iler intervals. The part-singing should be so arranged that in two
parts ngs the divisions should take the upper and lower parts alternately, 
the lo er part being learned first. 

Ch dren with defective " musical " ears should be sorted out and 
place in front of the class to listen. They should be tested from time to 
time, nd drafted into the singing sections as the " ear " develops. 

M dulator Practice.-This should be systematic and purposeful; mere 
wand ing up and down the scale without a definite object in view is a waste 
of tim . Teachers should know exactly what they wish to teach, and should 
prepa their exercises accordingly. There should be no excessive use 
of the modulator, and its use should always be followed by ear-tests and 
other direct calls upon the musical faculties. Individual singing practice 
by th children should be encouraged. 

E Exercises.-These should be given freely with the purpose of 
devel ping in the pupils the power to think musically. To this end it 
may be desirable to suggest terms and expressions, such as that one 
interval of the scale is " strong," another " sad," &r. ; in other words, 
what jjs known as the mental effects of the intervals. Teachers should 
note that in training the ear time as well as tune (pitch) is involved. 
Time Jis determining the exact duration of the note sung ; tune or P_ itch 
is detfrmining the place the sound has in the scale. Whether time~wordR 
hand- igns, or counting are used as aids, they should be associated with 
exerc· es appealing to the mental faculties of the pupils. Dictation exerciser; 
for b h time and tune, at first separately, then combined, should be given 

nally. 
e Exercises.-These should be practised with the sol-fa time-names, 

or wit ordinary numerals. Two-beat (pulse), three-beat, four-beat measures 
shoul be practised. When the exercises are known, they should be sung 
to th syllable lah. Free use should be made of rests-silence; the 
absen e of a sound-a rest-makes the length of the other sounds more 
easily grasped. · 

s· ht Singing.-In the teaching of sight singing a musical effect should 
alwa s be aimed at. Exercises, even those with scales and intervals, may 
be m de interesting if beauty of tone and clean attack and release are 
insist d upon. Sight singing should include "leaps" taught from the 
mod ator, and simple phrases and melodies. 

P nunciation and Enunciation.-The tone of singing depends upon 
the v wel-sounds ; all vowel-sounds should be broad and free from nasal 
or " eedy" suggestion. The production of pure vowel-sounds and soft 
tone ay be developed by sustained notes on oo, oh, ah, ay, ee. Consonants 
are e sier, but they require to be carefully produced. Special attention 
shoul be paid to the letters t, d, m, n, and the final g. Exercises on Joo, 
loo, t o would be found useful ; the syllables to be sung staccato and many 
time in succession. 

'!' Ohoice of Songs.-Songs should be chosen both for their musical 
and or their technical value. Pupils in the lower divisions should sing 
most in unison with an occasional essay into round and two-part songs. 
At a times the tone, whether loud or soft, should be of pleasing quality. 
Befo e a new song is taught the teacher should look to its general character, 
as t musical setting of a poetic idea. If its general character is forceful, 
acce ts will be the leading feature ; if the reverse, expressive tone and 
chan es of tone will be a marked characteristic. The chosen songs will 
ofte be suitable for lessons in reading or recitation, and the training in 
prop r breathing and the accurate production of speech-sounds will be as 
valu ble aids to good speaking as they are to sweet singing. A child's 
spea · g voice should indeed be made musical no less than his singing voice. 

od results can be expected only if a short time is given to singing 
. each day, and a few minutes daily will be far more fruitful than one or 

two alf-hours each week. With from ten to fifteen minutes each day 
eice ent results should be obtained, and this should be the minimum time, 
cons ering the importance of the subject. The introduction of two ~r three 
min~~es' singing at the end of each lesson is recommended. 

Srggestions for a course of instruction will be found in the Appendix. 

- _l NEEDLEWORK. 

~eedlework should be so taught as to secure a practical knowledge 
of ~wing, cutting-out, and making ordinary garments, together with 
men · g and darning. Exercises on small pieces of material should be used 
only for learning different kinds of stitches. At all stages the periodical 
cons uction and completion of some useful article by the scholars should 
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